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Yinglish Strophes 
1

I pulled down shade

and that hurted it.
To me it symbolizes.
It lays on my tongue.

Four corners. The small 
of the sentence, cavity 
spoiling the mouth off.
Is several voids suggested
and I reject. That 

room is a desperation.
(A baby can explain 
better.) The closet is 
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desperate. And the gallery 
should hang him good.
Turn out the guess. We’ll 
from another greenhorns intercept

the corrections my impressions 
be correct. That’s all 
I have butter. Always 
a ladder hard to read.
Bubbles teaching old-fashionable 
drill for boiling us 
a reason bulb. Will 
taste it how it taste.
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Everyone keeps when they go 

to war things. You remember 
Miss Liberty? Russia’s a liar;
I don’t believe him. How 

far are they? They’re in 
Cuba. They’re slaves. And they 
want to expand over the whole 
world they want. Not human 
people there to give human 

rights anyone. I like capitalism.
As far as I remember 
is a lot progress. My 
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dentures isn’t Republic or Democratic.
Listen, it’s just as bad 
all around, and no presidents’ll 
do any better. To find 

meaningful jobs the unemployed. High 
cost of living what can 
we do about. A great 
country like this shouldn’t have
their own oil, their own 
everything? I have sweet potatoes 
don’t give me. Soon, soon, 
soon, soon you’ll get your
steak.
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Yesterday was sitting near me

an old man. Ours is 
only praying and praying, and 
he should forgive us, and 

we go out and sin 
again. I haven’t got lately,
but can’t be bothered now
a nice reception. Open for 
me all the two doors. 

They make a child for 
a god. We at least 
believe on a ghost. There’s 
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nowhere such a sunset. Boats, 
not much. Very seldom there 
is a boat. He didn’t 
come yet. I was waiting a long time.
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Hello, chump. Estimation 

I take you
to selfish esteem.
You was four years

living in dirt
and not good food. 
Even a wife 
if you’ll have—
anything you no 

good she says,
“Get the hell
out.” But not 
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parents. So don’t
forget that. Would 
never fall ultimate
lightning a tree much 
from apples the pile.
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My aunt and me, smuggled there 

away. Now I knew what was 
afraid. Behind, my poor mother couldn’t 
from pogrom, the czar. Behind. Do 

you stop ever eating? Driving on 
a movie is terrible dangerous—the 
engine meshugge fast chasing laugh to 
silly. Such an impression through the 
young. And this they call demographics: 

to throw down a stop-sign.
I don’t touch there nothing. Injured 
steel, plastic, like bones and bloody 
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you seeing yet. But not, 
of course. I wouldn’t waste 
my vision on ‘em.
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He sleeps, he sleeps. 

Nature tells you to 
be still already. Now 
is the ice December

when the old. . . . 1905 
I came the freedom 
land. That should go 
well my family. Lately 
my children finished the 

middle age. Me still 
sitting crooked this chair
against the television. He 
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sleeps. No more 66 years. 
Still greenhorn on the mouth 
that’s me. What you asking 
my three words poetry learning the future.
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Meshugge to 

depend much 
sugar we 
refine on. 

You: a 
taste specialist
yet. I’m 
the parrot 
forgetful for 

accident, as a
water body trance 
floating the background. 
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Was context sifting—
through clockwork lecture 
and humble footwork: 
a diamond. Grants 
the bigger (occasionally) taste.
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Where from you crouching is

see good no blue steady   
and crawl white. Paper office   
you diversion, these columns what   

perspires the doers always and   
figures growing out. Out. “Never    
forever.” Sky my interest. Where
am I landing the next
tomorrow is. Enough near. It’s   

all over a lost Vegas 
they shovel more shekels. Shoving 
productive? You can’t by me. 
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Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful. We’ll have 
snow April. Did you 
ever have here April 
snow? Do you remember?
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So ancient the way 

they fight, the way 
they kill themselves. She   
wouldn’t let you anybody 

should help her. Home 
she didn’t. Sometimes friends   
grow out you or 
you grow out them. 
I really don’t know 

her money. I’m not 
raving like she does. 
She likes to rave.  
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It’s later mostly than 
trees blooming. By you 
is more cheap a 
little. To gold let’s 

get. I am still 
in a daisy. Who 
am I gonna aggress? 
It interferes with talking, 
to be togetherness.
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There is a lady very old,    

and she paints gorgeous. Biscuits, hibiscus,    
transit vehicles in floral. My greater    
grandson, the drawl south to phone—I   

sent him Christmas in Easter— this 
ancient north. The locomotive he  thanks.  
Gracious sweet. Differentiates (you for me)   
perfectly the benefit. His radio wants 
often and television. I saw today 

(the park I was) an old 
man he had two little children. 
What shall he tell eventually a 
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son (but soon) in this? Tradition 
father sees a song manhood should 
be well and provided through and 
have long. 
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I had ten years 

ago eight weeks a 
nurse. From breaking springs 
to last somehow the 

bed longer: such futile, 
desperately. Autonomy couldn’t no 
more. Not him those 
years. Let’s gonna tax 
your flapper lip such 

irresponsible. To listen a 
pear how it quivers 
someone’s tomb. Long what 
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was happened they’ll invent 
to again, again. But 
this furniture sits. Fools 
your ear—curing. Is 

heaven doorstep chipped to foolish. 
Unfamiliar she put on chicken 
half roasted a title. For 
impression, fancy, to distinguish. A 
few? Nothing?
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It is for me    

long. The baking, optional,    
should might forget. Cut   
the bliss. Ruggeleh. To   

treat you, everyone. Don’t    
think it’s an easy   
job. It’s easy to 
eat it: one two 
three.  To go buy    

it a few blocks   
sixty-five cents. A 
threat of work attached.   
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Callus learning, not books 
you can teachable. Go where 
people is, not where people 
is not. Magazines swoop silk 

craving the victims. Your mother 
throws down a dollar and 
picks up a penny, your 
mother. To Mars even. For 
what to locate? A rain 
heirloom? Such a pile o’ 
things what she wastes. which 
isn’t necessary. That’s your mother.
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A lobby—very wide. Is 

violent ping-pong. Your credit 
cart shouldn’t naïve. The price 
through simple things they make 

a weapon. But who against   
tomorrow or today is not 
precisely. . . .  We’ll a couple days   
call the bank and see 
how much can the sphinx   

drizzle us maybe an impartial   
surplus. Gallons is not to    
expect though herd mental. A    
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funeral comes due. We’ll call  
if the bank received and   
her letter (confused numbers the   
IRS and category invest) answered   

I’m curious. Accurate. By your   
computer you can absorb a 
snowball? Don’t think so 
fast with their word 
to wrap it green. 
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Black nurses that hospital was extra   

special compassionate. On Louie, on me. 
When the justice they’re wanting supreme 
for black schmattas came yet from

a country club without doors for 
fancy Jews, it isn’t a white 
crucifixion burning out exactly a lawn 
black. Paul didn’t my eldest try 
to swing no golf: an up  

climbing attorney for tournament has no   
time weekends, what with legal yellow 
paper always the briefing. Different of    
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each other, we Jews for America,   
like that burnside boychick the bus 
was curious on you staring and 
me together if you was one 

of him or maybe shaygetz. I never 
took out my hair orthodox extremely, and 
not wig, but Louie went fast bald. 
Grandsons he told ‘em I pulled out 
angry. First they gullibled. A country club 
keeps shutting us—the beginning of a
no good. Accuse on inhuman history to 
paranoid, not a small me. Facts is 
more intelligent. Goyim elected him, not Jews. 
Soon we gonna need a Lincoln Abraham to save.
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Health: this food should 

agree? Everyone not. For 
me’s not good whole 
wheat. Born on a 

system what you’ll accept 
or else to sickening 
nasty. A maternity feeds 
best them and tasty 
until those newspaper scientists 

change out. Comes gray 
through the walls pollute, 
with air conditioner I 
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can’t so good scrub. 
Industry to a filter 
yet should put its 
greedy brain, but any 

breath holding? He would my 
husband his puffing secret the 
Camels such years and a 
stroke 65. Though almost 90 
surprising on medical he surpassed. 
So people 1950 didn’t linkage 
the smoking cancer? Not me 
education science, but inside second 
smoke you smell intelligent.
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Benchmarks a crock of ’em,  

terrorists laugh monkeying. Harvest full 
on refugees stutter generation. Neighborhoods 
a couple they need. You 

like testimony? Pogrom surging sectarian 
this “foundation.”  Every taller democracy 
goes such a moment young 
behind her ears. But this 
enduration? How good nations reveal 

violently the humanitarian (since television). 
And a more secure? 
It isn’t a helluva 
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much there. Especially Baghdad 
to capitalize. For ally 
you should (in their 
alley blinding little poor 

this country) trust security 
gangs? Tomorrow starts extremists 
dement, demand that same
barrel as you, more 
decent, a bargain yet.
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She was too long on winters    

to another bundle strap along. Such    
waiting they stood through financial. Why    
look old? You get soon old.     

He should help it exhaust? Speed    
train when it could be a 
buggy like Odessa my morning. Terrible 
your brother fallen: he doesn’t mentioned
(his parents) and that says. From 

hair plant the face it wouldn’t 
authority you. Ancient me’s not 
a clout with the Kennedys—
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and nobody. More equal on 
peers? Goes you disagree them 
a jot three moments off. 
Each child wants retarding like 

any soul else. Just no 
worded. Now: not any him. 
Give it the razor makes 
pleasant: a boychick this mirror 
will turn soon back.
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Thank a million for    

keeping your promise, sending.
Adorable and looks like    
Joe. All day long          

I am looking on 
each. And satisfy—Dad 
is very impatient—myself 
the time been. Always   
hunger? I hope he    

has the right formula.
There isn’t a millionaire    
enough dollars to purchase    
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such a magnificence. Do   
not fret the responsible 
nervous: she didn’t know 
neither, Sylvia.
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And you know what I

was crazy about? Puzzles. If,
such fat and gregarious its
own, this country melting wasn’t

born into you scrawny, it
has to scratch from figuring.
Not just this bullet words
twisted impatient you should collect
the order or get the

way out their too busy.
Even if some people is
(slowed good) nicer. With no
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singing clear the signs to
the street, some market, you
should fit to stop now
or go ahead drink. But

you’ll go foreign soon another
vista and mean your path
sticky. Puzzles a games much
easier to universal curve is
fit, and that’s I like.
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